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INTRODUCTION 

u I have been in UAE for 15 years 
managing numerous sports turf 
projects for Desert Group. We 
perform construction, renovation 
and maintenance across the Middle 
East. Works include golf courses, 
horse race tracks, cricket and 
sports fields.

u In the UAE alone we manage close 
to 500,000m2 of sports turf with 
35-40 football pitches. We also 
have 23 fields in Bahrain.



CLIMATE

u In the UAE we have year round 
growth although it slows down a lot 
through our winter (November to 
March) but doesn’t go totally 
dormant.

u Temperatures can be as high as 50c+ 
with 100% humidity to as low as 5c. 
Summer months Avg day temps are 
40-45c with 75%+ humidity. Winter 
months Avg day temps are 20-25c and 
60%+ humidity. With relative soil 
temperatures.  We only get up to 
100mm annual rainfall but its not 
unknown to get severe flooding when 
it does come.

u Irrigation for us is key and some 
locations could be using up to 30,000 
us gallon (100,000litres) per day of 
mainly treated effluent water.



Even though we don’t get much annually 
when it does rain in the middle east it 
rains!  



u Construction- In this region we are working with nearly 100% sand based profiles with added organic 
content. Not all but a lot of the sports fields don’t have drainage (value engineering) and just go straight 
through the sub-base. Nearly all are natural turf with not many hybrid surfaces.

CONSTRUCTION



u We have a high reliance on irrigation systems due to the limited rainfall and extreme temperatures, correct 
design and build is key to being able to maintain a decent surface. There are a mixture of systems in usage 
from fully automated pop up sprinkler systems, manual big guns to even impacts on stands.

IRRIGATION



u Water Requirements- Peak water usage would be up to 25,000 US gallon (95,000 litres) per day/per Ha, 
especially during the summer months and after any renovation/new grow in. This rate would then come 
down depending on ET rates/climate and frequency between watering's lengthened.

WATER

u Water quality- Obviously watering is where a lot of the maintenance costs go. There are sites still using the RO drinking 
water and even some on bore well (highly saline) but majority of sites are using the locally treated sewerage effluent water 
either from a direct line or storage lakes but this also has its issue with the amount of solids within the water and this 
obviously effects the sprinklers function creating dry patch and the solids can cause build up in the top of the soil profile.



MAINTENANCE - USAGE
Pitches regularly have to handle usage hours of up to 20+ a week. Can it take it? In short yes but only in the 
highly active growing months (may-October) when you have recovery and obviously the quality starts to 
deteriorate. It also depends on the user regards how it is used as usual penalty/goal damage and isolated 
drill works are the biggest problem so working with the coach/team is very important to educate them. 
With healthy growing turf you shouldn’t have any safety issues as the warm season root structure acts as a 
natural hybrid. You will however always have to be on top of key maintenance inputs at the right time and 
overseeding is still necessary(November through to April) to be able to produce a quality surface that can 
handle the usage throughout the playing season.

Damage from isolated drills and goal keeper work will lead to poor pitch conditions and could even require 
longer closure period to rectify the damages.



MAINTENANCE-USAGE
KEY POINTS:

• Drills/fitness work to be performed off pitch

• Goalkeeper practice/penalty work to be done in temporary 
goals/cones to the side

• Any in pitch passing/tackling work to be rotated within the session

• On average pitch usage shouldn’t be more than 1-2 hours a day but 
obviously working on above and depending on climate at that time of 
year

• Pitch ideally to have at least one dedicated maintenance day 
planned in every 7-14 days to complete tasks like 
aeration/grooming/nutrition etc

• If a Pitch used more that 3 hours per day, then a bigger closure 
window will be required, for example for every 1 week around 2-3 
days days maintenance/rest and probably justifies the need for 
another training pitch to be able to rotate usage.



MAINTENANCE - USAGE

30 hours in 2.5 days (overseeded ryegrass) 12 hours usage in 1 day (paspalum in December)

40+ hours per week (Bermuda in October)



MAINTENANCE –CULTURAL PRACTICES

u The warm season grass/overseeded turf can get very thick with thatch build up 
due to its stoloniferous growth habit and can easily grain if mown in the same 
directions. 

u Aeration of the surface is a key input to maintain a healthy environment 

u Regular grooming/verticutting to help clean out the surface and encourage new 
growth

u Topdressing to help improve soil characteristics, surface levels, improve surface 
firmness

u Surface stripping/heavy renovation to be performed at least one time per year



MAINTENANCE- CUTTING
u Cutting heights- This varies for each pitch but we bench machines between 15-23mm on the warm season 

turf and from 20-25mm for the cool season turf, with cuts happening 2-3 times per week depending on 
match schedules.

Warm season turf Mown at 18mm



MAINTENANCE - CUTTING
Grass cutting – Problems that could arise from poor cut are: presentation, fungal infections, thatch build up 
and poor growth habits. 

u Always use a cylinder mower for better 
quality of cut and ideally grass 
catchers/boxes to help reduce thatch build 
up

u Blades checked daily for set up, sharpness 
and height of cut to stop pulling and 
scalping of the turf and the warm season 
will be effected greater and take longer to 
recover

u Cutting directions should be alternated and 
rotated each cut or at least between 
matches, even if its just a reverse cut. If 
constantly mown in the same directions 
every time the warm season stolons will just 
grow long in the same direction of cut which 
causes a grain effect and can lead to extra 
flick up/divots during use, it can also cause 
slower ball roll and long term it can be hard 
to manage as any maintenance inputs like 
grooming are exaggerated on these cutting 
patterns. Its Good to plan in on a calendar 
the rotations of a clock. 



MAINTENANCE
Aeration – This is one of the most important inputs you can do when you face high usage/compaction. There is 
hollow core, verti-drain, air injection and deep slicing. Selecting the right machine and also the 
depths/spacing/angles depend on the issues you are trying to target from profile sample, clegg or 
penetrometer readings.



MAINTENANCE
Hollow Core Aeration – This is pulls cores from the profile and it’s a great tool to really open up the surface and 
improve air exchange, de compact, remove thatch build up and improve infiltration. You can also use it to 
incorporate new soil into the profile. *note it will look pretty damaging with the soil/core operation but once 
dramatted/sweeped cleaned you can hardly tell you’ve completed it. You will just have to be careful with hole 
spacings, tine width and depths in season because if performed too shallow with close spacing's it will effect 
the traction of the field. 



MAINTENANCE
Verti-Drain/solid tine Aeration – This operation can really improve compaction and infiltration rates, depending 
on the issues you are facing you can reach 250mm+ with adjustable depths/tines/spacings, you also have the 
option of altering the heave/kick from a straight 90 degree to 75 degrees. This tool is good to use at anytime 
during the season as can be performed pre/post match as leaves little to no damage. 



MAINTENANCE
Air Injection Aeration – This is a specialist tool that injects air into the profile from a solid tine machine, it 
would be a great machine for and hybrid field but also good on any natural field as you can alter the depths to 
target areas you have issues with and all with minimal disruption to the surface. Again can be used with no 
closure.



MAINTENANCE
Slicing Aeration – This operation probably covers the most surface area of any machine and can really help with 
any compaction issues, improves infiltration and with the recycle dresser can remove the need for topdressing 
all together. *Note there would have to be a bigger closure window (recyledresser 2-3 weeks/verti-quake 3-7 
days) as will cause some scaring on both warm season/cool season turf.



MAINTENANCE
Verticutting/Grooming – This machine is a must for any warm season surface to help cut the stolons/rhizomes 
to reduce thatch build up, improve water/nutrient infiltration, firm the surface, remove the grain and 
generally a healthier surface. The depths can be adjusted from light settings to be used in the playing season 
to heavy -25mm at renovation times.



Result 12 days after light verticut/grooming Results after 19 days where we hosted Uruguay 
national team training camp for 5 days prior to Qatar 
World Cup



MAINTENANCE
Raking/Brushing/flail/Suction – This is the vertigroom and is also a great tool to use on warm 
season/overseeded turf, there are others on the market (uni-rake/talon) but any raking device would be ok 
and does a similar job to light verticutting/grooming but not as aggressive. Cleans out a lot of the dead 
material, lifts stolons and brushes turf up prior to cutting/sweeping.



Verticut, recyledresser, dragmatt and sweeper

25 days after renovation 
works in August



MAINTENANCE
Topdressing- This is normally applied in the renovation periods either at the end of the season or dusting after 
seeding. Application rates from 20m3-120m3 per ha depending on requirement and issues trying to rectify 
whether its trying to incorporate new sand into the profile, firm the surface or help with surface levels.



MAINTENANCE
Surface stripping – This would be highly recommended at the end of every season or worse case every 2nd

year as it will help remove nearly all the organic mater and help level the playing surface. Recovery does 
take time in around 6-12 weeks from rhizomes depending on depth setting and nutritional inputs after the 
work. 



Turf stripping at -20mm

2 weeks after stripping 



MAINTENANCE
Overseeding- There are many ways this can be performed depending on timeframes given for closure and existing 
turf condition but generally it will involve Scalping down/verticut/rake/aerate/sweep/vacuum/seed/topdress
(some people will even use PGR on warm season turf but we don’t)



MAINTENANCE
Seeding machines can either be drop, dimple or coulter (disc)

The machines need to be calibrated correctly and application rates from 40g/m2 to 100g+/m2 can be used in 
a minimum of 2 directions. We don’t do any maintenance top up rates like you might but we might come 
back in and re-seed a full field is the damage is bad enough.



You know your surfaces, closure timeframes and germination/establishment times for 
the seed but don’t be afraid to take the chance to work and clean out your surfaces 
properly at this time of year to benefit it for the rest of the season! 



• Fertilization- a good starter fertilizer will help with germination and establishment, ideally with lower N and 
high P,K ratio like 6,15,15 or 

• Insecticides- it’s a good time to apply any insecticide, if you think the new seed could be compromised.

• Cutting- 1st cut is normally around 8-12 days and same 1/3 of grass blade rule and height of cut normally 3-
5mm higher than desired final cut height and reduced 1-2mm each cut after. If grass is not standing/being 
pushed down with the cylinder mower, it would be good to use a rotary mower. (make sure blades are sharp 
before cutting)

• Fungicide- After 1st cut also a good time to apply any systemic fungicide to cover you if weather is 
unfavorable or machine is leaving a rough cut on new leaf blade. 



These photos are 11 days apart during day temps of 35+ and humidity at 75%+, 
seeded at 60gram/m2 with 24 days until the game.



21 days difference post seeding works at 75 grams/m2



Overseeded paspalum field with ryegrass



MAINTENANCE - USAGE
The surfaces wouldn’t get through the season without overseeding



MAINTENANCE
u Nutritional inputs- Depends on soil/plant analysis, water inputs and construction make up but with higher PH sandy saline soils 

it normally thrives off any calcium/gypsum/manganese/biostimulant inputs.  



Planting Warm season turf

Harvesting rhizomes by verticutting



Planting paspalum

Planting either manually or by machine and disc into the surface  



Establishment 5 days after stolon Establishment 3 weeks post seeding

5 days post planting stolon 7 days post planting seed



Grow in 
timeframes 
from stolon



7 weeks post planting (start of August) the field was ready 
for usage but average would be 8-10 weeks



u This site irrigation water is above 6,000ppm from a bore well and this is where we find the paspalum a good fit, yes its 
not thriving but certainly surviving ahead of any competition.



ISSUES

Even though we are in the desert groundwater is becoming more and 
more of an issue. This field has this problem, causing anaerobic 
conditions and is highly saline. The grass can survive once fully 
established but cannot handle heavy usage and as you can see from the 
picture did not like an aggressive renovation (scalping/verticut). This is 
also something to note that any new stolon/seed will really struggle to 
grow in with saline conditions, once mature/turf it can deal with it 
with other inputs.



ISSUES
Paspalum isn’t an invincible species, like any other grass species it has its problems; 

This field had a very high EC and was overused. This is 10 days, following hollow core 
aeration, gypsum/calcium/seaweed application and rest.



ISSUES

Fungal issues 
like 
brown/yellow 
patch and 
curvalaria can 
become 
prevalent 
when the 
temperature 
cools and 
plant 
nutrition/cult
ural inputs 
haven’t been 
implemented 



ISSUES
Normal insect issues in regards to fall army worm/white grub/bill bug damage to the 
plant leaf and roots. With the climate here the population can be high all year round.



u I have a good few years of experience with sports turf in this region but I 
certainly don’t class myself as an expert and I am always learning new ways 
managing the grasses and what they can do. All my experience is based 
around the middle east, so how it performs in your situation obviously will 
vary depending on local conditions and climate.                                                   
We know what works in this region, the scenarios we face and its capabilities.                                               

u Please feel free to get in contact if you have any further questions:

Contact- 00971504519980 or corbyben@hotmail.com


